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2 

P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

MR. ARMINSKI: We've got a lot of new faces 

3 here today, either because people are on vacation or for one rea-

4 son or another, and I think what we should ~~ is maybe go aroundf 

5 and introduce ourselves, especially for the benefit of Susan, 

6 who's visiting us from Washington, D.c·., who'd like to know who 

7 all of you are. Susan is with our law firm, Van Ness, et al., 

8 in D.C., and this is, I think, your first trip up here? 

9 

10 

MS. TOMASKY: Yes. Yes. 

MR. ARMINSKI: So, Susan Tomasky. Chris, 

11 why don't you start off? 

MS. GODFRED: Chris Godfred with EPA. 

2 

12 

13 MR. GRANATA: Oh, Michael Granata, Department 

14 of Natural Resources. 

15 

16 

17 

MR. LATTA: Leroy Latta, DNR. 

MS. HEBNER: And Deborah Hebner, DNR. 

MS. BERGMANN: Pam Bergmann from Harza Ebasco 

18 and I manage the social science program. 

19 

20 

21 

MR. SUTTLE: Rick Suttle, Harza Ebasco. 

MR. ROBINSON: Jack Robinson, Harza Ebasco. 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Randy Fairbanks, Harza Ebasco 

22 and I manage the terrestrial programs. 

23 MR. THRALL: Jim Thrall, Harza Ebasco, I'm 

24 the chief chicken herder. 

25 MR. MARCHEGIANI: 
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1 Power Authority. 

2 MR. SMITH: Brad Smith, National Marine 

3 Fisheries. 

4 MR. WILSON: Steve Wilson, Fish & Wildlife 

5 Service, I'm substitutin for Hank Hoskins this morning. 

6 MR. McKAY: Don McKay, Alaska Department 

7 of Fish & Game, Habit~t Division. 

8 MR. KUWADA: Mark Kuwada, Fish & Game, Habi-

9 tat Division. 

10 MR. LETCHER: Gary Letcher with the law firm 

11 of Birch, Horton, Bittner, and I'm filling in for Jeff Lowenfels 

12 today. I know some of you, I think, through my recent experience 

13 with the Division of.Mining. 

3 

14 MR. ARMINSKI: Okay, the first thing we wante 

15 to do today is discuss the prefiling consultation package. I 

16 think most of you've probably got it by now and you've had 

17 to look at it. I just want to say briefly that this is a package 

18 that we sent out, it's -- for 30-day review, and it's kind of 

19 a precursor to the draft amendment that we're going to prepare 

20 for the three-stage project. What we'd like is -- formally, are 

21 your comments on this thing so that we can use those in the pre-

22 paration of the amendment. And I think I'd probably just turn 

23 it open, now, if anyone's got any questions on it or 

24 MR. SMITH: Has there been any thought about 

25 having something like a workshop on the information that was 

Reporting S.rvlc• 
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1 presented in that package? A lot of the graphs and charts and 

2 such, even though they're backed up by the main text, I think 

3 I'd like to have a little walking through of some of the material 

4 in the appendices. And I don't know whether we could do it infor-

5 mally or --

6 MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, as a matter of fact we 

7 had discussed amongst ourselves having a workshop on this. And 

8 I think ·Jim Thrall'd probably be available to organize it. Would 

9 you want to give like a week of review before we have that or 

10 you know, what do you think is an appropriate time frame to 

11 do it in? 

12 MR. SMITH: Well, if we're going to try to 

13 meet the 30-day response period, it's probably, you know, what 

14 are we doing after lunch. But I don't know what -- whether you'd 

15 want to relax that, the June 30th --

16 MR. ARMIN SKI : Well, no, I don't think 

17 we're in favo~ of relaxing it, but certainly we could try to put 

18 together some sort of a workshop, you know, quickly, if everyone 

19 feels that it's needed. And if it's not -- I mean, if it's not: 

20 favorable to the whole group 

21 

22 

23 

MR. SMITH: Well, maybe let's 

MR. ARMINSKI: -- we could just 

MR. SMITH: give everybody a week to go 

24 through the material and see whether they think it would be worth-

25 while or not. 
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1 MR. ARMINSKI: You know, we're always avail-

2 able for individual counseling on the thing. 

3 MR. THRALL: What would be the simplest, 

4 I think, and maybe the most useful, is set something up so --

5 not a workshop in the sense of a very structured thing where we 

6 get up with a lot of charts and go through it, but something, 

7 rather, where you come in and sit down with us and we could have 

8 Larry Gilbertson and Gene Gemperline, or example, in the fisheries 

9 and the acquatic area rQ~ through briefly what the package con-

10 tains, how it was put together, and then get into a discussion, 

11 more of a question/answer type of thing. Would that --

12 

13 

14 we can do almost --

15 

16 from the real formal 

MR. SMITH: Yeah. 

MR. THRALL: Would that be -- I think that 

MR. SMITH: -- I'd just as soon get away 

17 MR. THRALL: If you give us a day or two's 

18 notice. We could do it two ways. Either we could just, you 

19 know --

20 MR. MARCHEGIANI: I think if we leave it 

21 to just happening, it may not happen. I think our best bet's 

22 to set up something and maybe a week from today on Monday meet 

23 at 9:00, is that -- is that a problem? 

24 

25 

MR. SMITH: Not for me. 

MR. THRALL: Yeah, we can just -- Well, 

rnrnWJnmn 
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1 that's -- 9:00 is -- Monday mornings are never -- 1:00 would be 

2 great 

3 MR. MARCHEGIANI: Okay, well, 1:00. Let's 

4 make it 1:00, sixth floor? 

5 MR. THRALL: Yes, 1:00, sixth floor, in our 

6 conference room. And the only thing I would ask is if everyone 

7 who plans to attend would let me know between now and the end 

8 of the week sometime, give me an idea who from you know, how 

9 many people from your respective organizations are going to be 

10 attending, and what their interests are. And we will set some-

11 thing up accordingly. 

12 MR. GRANATA: It would be better for us on· 

13 Friday, but perhaps we could discuss that. 

14 

15 

16 

MR. THRALL: We could have a separate one. 

MR. GRANATA: Yes, that's a --

MR. THRALL: Yes, particularly if we go 

17 to this format of a smaller, more of a technical thing, it really 

18 is -- the more people we have at one shot, obviously, the less 

19 problems in terms of just time. But we can certainly do it 

20 several times with individual groups. So we'll set something up 

21 for next Monday at 1:00, and please let us know. We might even 

22 want to split it up into two or three working groups if we get 

23 different agencies with different interests. 

24 MR. ARMINSKI: Okay. Any other discussion 

25 on this consultation package? 

rrri~rilln GJ n 
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1 MR. SMITH: Well, maybe just briefly go over 

2 what the procedural part of this is and where we're --

3 MR. ARMINSKI: Okay, we'll take the comments 

4 from this a~d we will use those to prepare the draft amendment. 

5 And the draft amendment will be a thing that we're going to submit 

6 to FERC. And we'll take -- the draft amendment should come out, 

7 I believe, .about the first of August. And we'll diEtribute that 

8 to all the parties, and there will be a -- the formal 60-day con-

9 sultation on that as required by the regulations. And then we'll 

10 take your comments and finalize that amendment. The amendment, 

11 once it's submitted to FERC, basically just replaces the license. 

12 And it's a substitution so that the license will be, in effect, 

13 voided, and I think that's the way to think of it. So what we're 

14 trying to do is prepare an amendment that's really, there.' s 

15 two ways of doing this. We could prepare a shorter amendment 

16 that references a lot of'the material that's in the license in 

17 the previous documents so that you'd have a -- kind of a -- some-

18 thing that you'd have to refer to all these other documents. 

19 Or what we could do is prepare a kind of a stand-alone document. 

20 In a sense it would be like a new license application. .And that's 

21 what we're going to try to do here so that we'll extract all the 

22 pertinent information from the old license and the other documents 

23 that have been prepared and try to provide any new information 

24 that's been developed in the studies over the last couple years 

25 and put it into this amendment, so that basically what we've got 
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1 is a complete stand-alone document that's got the most current 

2 information in it. And then after that has been reviewed and 

8 

3 revised, we'll submit that to FERC, and we'll begin the licen-

4 sing process, in a sense, over again. An'\ we still -- I think 

5 we're still unsure as to what they•re going to do about the draft 

6 environmental impact statement, whether or not we're going to 

7 have a second draft environmental impact statement or whether 

8 they're going to take and finalize the draft that they've got 

9 now and prepare a_supplemental that relates to this staging of 

10 the project. So I don't think 

11 MS. TOMASKY: There will be some opportunity 

12 for comment. The real question on the supplement will be is it 

13 simply a supplement, which strictly speaking means it deals with 

14 simply the incremental effects of staging and doesn't over 

15 constitute an overall issurance of the draft environmental impact 

16 statement, or will they issue what's called a revised environmenta 

17 impact -- draft environmental impact statement, which is a restate 

18 ment of the broad issues incorporating the staging information, 

19 but not simply limited to the incremental differences between 

20 the two-stage proposal and the three-stage proposal. And our 

21 understanding at this point is that FERC doesn't -- hasn't made 

22 a decision as to how they would proceed. And what the draft amend 

23 ment looks like is going to be critical to that decision. But 

I 24 there will be a comment opportunity. 

I 
( 

I 
I 

25 MR. SMITH: Have they ruled or decided on 
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1 the Case E-VI submittal, whether that constituted a·change that 

2 would require was that submitted as a formal amendment? Or 

3 is that going to be made part --

4 MS. TOMASKY: -- It wasn't submitted as --

5 MR. SMITH: -- or is that going to be made 

6 part of this document? 

7 MS. TOMASKY: It was not submitted as a for-

8 mal amendment and it will be incorporated into the draft amendment 

9 at this point, so there would be opportunity to comment on that. 

10 MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, we expect that once we 

11 submit the amendment FERC will have us distribute it again as 

12 soon as it's accepted for another review and comment period. 

13 So there's basically about -- let's see, we've got one, two, three 

14 opportunities to comment on this material. Leroy? 

15 MR. LATTA: No, I was just rubbing my fore-

16 head. 

17 MR. ARMINSKI: Okay, well, I think that we 

18 all recognize that we're going to be very busy with this amendment 

19 business for the next several months, so we've decided that the 

20 best thing to do is kind of bold the settlement process in abey-

21 ance until we had the amendment taken care of. The -- I think 

22 one thing I'd like to maybe just kind of throw out for people 

23 to think about is identification of issues through this review 

24 of the amendment. As you all know, we spent that's Harza Ebasc 

25 and the Power Authority spent a month or so, or several months, 
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1 going through all the correspondence that had ever been written, 

2 and testimony on the original project to identify the 56 issues. 

3 And it was kind of an artificial list in some senses because 

4 issues that were identified early on really had been resolved 

5 already and we were just kind of going through a formal process 

6 of getting rid of those. And I think that through the amendment 

7 process it may be a way of discarding a lot of ~hose issues so 

8 that we don't have to address them either through formal agree-

9 ments or whatever, or even revised issue papers. And so I just 

10 

10 -- I'm just saying that maybe we can, if everyone's in agreement, 

11 revise the issues based on the information that's presented in 

12 the amendment. And we can shorten this process somewhat. 

13 MR. SMITH: I guess I don't follow the rea-

14 soning, I don't quite understand what you're getting at. 

15 MR. ARMINSKI: Well, we've got -- we've got 

16 56 issues that we came up with based on, you know, the reviews 

17 of the draft license application, the license application and 

18 whatever comments had been provided the Power Authority over the 

19 years. And I think that through the studies and some of the 

20 information we've developed we could agree that some of those 

21 issues are no longer issues. And I'm thinking of the amendment 

22 -- going through this amendment process as being one way of dis-

23 carding some of those issues without having to reach a formal 

24 agreement on them that they've been resolved. For example, we 

25 would look at tne comments on the amendment and we could, from 
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1 that point, start afresh and say, "Well, these are the issues 

2 that still need to be resolved". You know, for example, we may 

3 all agree that, you know, a case like E-VI is the appropriate 

11 

4 type of flow regime, but we still neei to quantify flows and reach 

5 an agreement on that. That might be one issue. The issue of 

6 changes in pH, you know, I -- we may think, "Well, that really 

7 doesn't concern us any longer and let's not bring it up again 

8 or continue with it through the settlement process, let's just 

9 forget about it". And, you know, we'll have some information 

10 in the amendment that'll say, you know, based on such and such, 

11 you know, we don't believe there's going to be any changes in 

12 pH in the reservoir. Can basically resolve that issue by a state-

13 ment in the amendment. And, you know, we can -- I think we can 

14 probably cut the number of issues that we've have to discuss in 

15 the settlement process in half. 

16 MR. SMITH: Would the Power Authority make 

17 the first cut .at the cut? Would you go --

18 

19 

MR. ARMINSKI: -- Well, I think the --

MR. SMITH: through the issues list and 

20 decide which ones probably fit that 

21 MR. ARMINSKI: Well, I think the cut would 

22 be made -- either call it a cut or an identification process based 

23 on the comments that are made on the amendment. You know, what-

24 ever you comment on as being of concern in the amendment would 

25 become an issue to be resolved. You know, if there weren't any 
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1 comments on pH, or there weren't any comments on temperature or 

2 caribou road kills, we could just presume that those were all 

3 resolved already. 

4 MR. SMITH: Now, before the comments are 

12 

5 back on the prefiling consultation package or the amendment,, ·will 
-6 you have already done a reanalysis of all the issues papers in 

7 light of the staging and submitted something to the agencies or 

8 is that going to occur after you've got our comments back now? 

9 MR. ARMINSKI: I think we're going to have 

10 to wait on that. There's just -- for two reasons. One, there's 

11 physically, I don't think, enough time for us to go through and 

12 revise all those issue papers with respect to staging, because 

13 we've got a -- I think, a pretty monumental task here to get this 

14 amendment in the amount of time we've allotted ourselves. And 

15 secondly, at least my feeling is I'm hopeful that we won't have 

16 to go through and revise all these issue papers because they're 

17 really nonissues. 

18 

19 

20 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: There may be some new ones. 

MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, there may be new ones. 

MR. THRALL: But very few, we hope. But 

21 basically, if no one comments on anything, we assume then that 

22 it's no longer an issue. Is that --

23 MR. ARMINSKI: That's what I would like. 

24 And, you know, I don't know how that sits with everyone else. 

25 MR. SMITH: Well, whether it's an -- that 
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1 it's ceased to be an issue or simply that itis been resolved. 

2 MR. THRALL: Well, that, yes, we would hope 

3 if nobody commented on pH in the reservoir, pH changes, that we 

4 woul~,, when we resume the settlement process, we simply don't 

5 have to include that among our list of issues to be resolved. 

6 That's the simplest -- to me, the simplest way to put it. If 

7 acceptable. 

8 MR. ARMINSKI: Anything else anyone wants 

9 to talk about with respect to this? Okay, let's get into the 

13 

10 papers. The first one today is W-17/18, and this is the feasi-

11 bility and desirability of specific options for habitat compensa-

12 tion. Our position is that based on the available information 

13 we can compensate for habitat losses and that we will continue 

14 studies to refine our estimates for compensation. I think Randy's 

15 going to discuss this one, aren't you, Randy? 

16 MR. FAIRBANKS: Okay, this paper basically· 

17 presents the summary of the planning process that has been on-

18 going regarding development of compensation measures for terres-

19 trial resources. It's based on -- well, analysis of methods for 

20 habitat enhancement is based on some detailed literature reviews, 

21 some field surveys of candidate lands have been conducted. The 

22 paper describes the process used to date for defining the candi-

23 date lands that have been defined. And I might note that consi-

24 derable refinement of that list and narrowing down of the specific 

25 areas we expect.to have completed this summer. And we also expect 
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1 to have an updated and fairly specific plan outlined in the --

2 in the amendment. That'd open it up to questions and comments. 

14 

3 MR. KUWADA: Well, I guess I've got a comment 

4 starting on Page 1 under the posi ti. m statement. The third sen-

5 tence says "The Alaska Power Authority continues to sponsor studie 

6 to refine estimates of habitat removal" and so\on and so on. 

7 It was our understanding that funding for studies to develop a 

8 carrying capacity model haven't been provided for this coming 

9 year. Is that going to change? 

10 MR. FAIRBANKS: Well, to my knowledge, the 

11 total picture hasn't been defined yet for funding for FY86. 

12 MR. ARMINSKI: We're talking to some of the 

13 legislative aides to find out what the intent was of the legisla-

14 tion that allocated our budget. There seems to be some confusion 

15 regarding the million dollar cut that we had. And it's still 

16 in the process of being resolved, so it's still open at this point 

17 MR. MARCHEGIANI: But in any case, Tom, if 

18 it's not funded this year is it presumable that we would do it 

19 the following year? 

20 

21 

22 about the study to 

23 

24 

MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, I think --

MR. MARCHEGIANI: -- I don't know enough 

MR. ARMINSKI: You know, I think so. 

MR. THRALL: Yes, that's the basis of our 

25 discussions with Richard and between Richard and Carl Schneider. 
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1 MR. MARCHEGIANI: The conunitment•s there 

2 to do --

3 MR. KUWADA: -- I think it•s going to be 

4 essential for the mitigation. 

5 

6 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: Right. 

MR. KUWADA: The next conunent I had was on 

7 this Table 1 ~~ the next page. I was wondering why in the foot

S note there it talks about what's included and its effect and it 

9 doesn't seem the borrow sites or sediment ponds are included in 

10 terms of total acreage? 

11 MR. FAIRBANKS: I believe they are. Yes, 

12 I can verify that and it should be listed there, but I'm essen-

13 tially sure they are -- they are included. The extent of borrow 

14 sites outside of the impoundment zone is incuded. 

15 MR. KUWADA: And then it mentions airstrips 

16 and I think there's only going to be one airstrip, isn't there? 

17 

18 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Correct. 

MR. KUWADA: That's it for that page. Page 

15 

19 3, the second sentence, we think the goal -- let's see, this says 

20 "The goal is to narrow the number of candidate lands down to those 

21 that satisfy the management objectives of all land agencies or 

' I 22 owners involved". Maybe you might modify that to "land and 

I 

23 resource agencies". 

24 

25 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Sure. 

MR. KUWADA: And then further on in the paper 
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1 where it discusses burning and crushing and logging, we thought 

2 it might be useful if there was some type of comparative analysis 

3 between the different techniques as to which one might be more 

4 valnable or have better success. And also in terms of -- well, 

5 I guess crushing, particularly, if you could provide some of the 

6 vegetative types that are most responsive to that type of tech-

7 nique. 

8 MR. FAIRBANKS: We could do a little more 

9 in here, but this three pages or so basically summarizes a much 

10 more detailed report, I don't know if you've seen that 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MR. KUWADA: I haven't, no --

MR. FAIRBANKS: -- that we completed last 

year on enhancement methods. It's cited in the back. And if 

you really want more detail, that's probably the best place. 

"Habitat Management, Methods to Increase Moose Browse Production 

in Alaska, Review, Synthesis and Annotated Bibliography of Avail-

able Information", a 70-page report. 

MR. KUWADA: And we have that report? 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Right, yes. 

MR. KUWADA: Okay, next comment is on Page 

21 8, first paragraph under Habitat Preservation, the last sentence 

22 there, "These are lands that currently support healthy populations 

23 of targeted wildlife species, selected to be retained for the 

24 primary purposes of maintaining the support of those species 

25 during the project operational period". We think that the period 
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1 should extend through the license, it shouldn't just be confined 

2 to the operational period but through the license. 

3 

4 intent. 

5 

6 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes, I think that's the 

MR. KUWADA: Through construction, I mean. 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Right. You mean the con-

7 struction and operational phases? 

8 MR. KUWADA: Yes. And I think that's all 

9 I have. Did you~ want to mention anything, Don? 

17 

10 MR. McKAY: No, not really. The -- someplace 

11 or other there's a map of the proposed Prairie Creek area to be 

12 somehow acquired for protection of brown bear. At some point 

13 in time the Department of Fish & Game submitted a map estimate 

14 of how much land would be required to protect those bears and 

15 basically it reflected something of a mile corridor within about 

16 the same area that you have indicated here, so near as I can tell 

17 this is roughly a half mile corridor. 

18 MR. FAIRBANKS: Okay, this -- this corridor 

19 is just intended to be a general location, nothing else. It 

20 doesn't define the specific boundaries on any mitigation maps. 

21 MR. ARMINSKI: And actually, Don, we're tryin 

22 to enter into an agreement with the Native corporations that own 

23 this land to develop a whole land use plan for this area. And 

24 the intent is to reserve a corridor along Prairie Creek that would 

25 have no development, and then there would be constraints on land 
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1 use that lie outside of the corridor because I think everybody 

2 recognizes that just preserving a corridor isn't going to make 

3 a lot of difference if -- if you've got it completely built up 

18 

4 with recreational cabins on the fringe. And so we're in the pro

S cess of trying to get a land use planner to work with the Native 

6 corporations basically as as their planner to identify the 

7 land use capabilities out there and develop a plan with us that 

8 preserves this habitat. So it's more really than is shown here. 

9 MR. WILSON: I have some comments that were 

10 prepared by Hank Hoskins. I'll attempt to read his comments. 

11 I'll be limited in my ability to be very responsive to any ques-

12 tions concerning these comments, but I will write down any ques-

13 tions for Hank and he said he'd get right back to you with any 

14 answers to -- that may be posed as a result of these comments. 

15 On Page 8 under Habitat Preservation the proposed Prairie Creek 

16 corridor under consideration for replacement lands as undisturbed 

17 brown bear habitat is approximately eight miles long and one mile 

18 wide. Since brown bears travel great distances to feed at Prairie 

19 Creek, please discuss any curbations (ph) that are likely to occur 

20 outside of the corridor which will interrupt bear travel lanes 

21 and preclude the bears from utilizing salmon resources. Are there 

22 any known or expected roads or facilities that will isolate the 

23 Prairie Creek corridor from brown bear use? So that's posed as 

24 a question, I guess. 

25 MR. FAIRBANKS: That's something we can more 
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1 fully address in a future revision of the paper. 

2 MR. WILSON: On Page 9, the second paragraph, 

3 the statement is made, "Additional areas of undisturbed forest 

4 types that contains streams and wetlands are under consideration 

5 for habitat compensation". The Fish & Wildlife supports the set-

6 ting aside of a 35,000 acre block of land as a bear, furbearer 

7 management area. Ideally this area should be comprised of con

S tiguous parcels containing native timber and remain undisturbed 

9 for the life of the project. Then he asks a question here, "Has 

10 the Alaska Power Authority investigated this possibility with 

11 Native landowners to establish such a management area with other 

12 than fee title options?" This type of management area, along 

13 with enhancement of habitat for moose or wildlife habitat lands 

14 as listed in the Susitna area plan, would help to mitigate impacts 

15 on the 55,000 acres listed in Table 1. The Fish & Wildlife Ser-

16 vice feels that an expanded Prairie Creek corridor and/or the 

17 establishment of a bear, furbearer management area would go a 

18 long way in meeting Item 2 of habitat compensation planning listed 

19 on Page 10, which states "Prc,tection of important wildlife habi-

20 tats, including special use areas, undisturbed forest ~d asso-

21 ciated riparian and wetland areas". And that was his comment 

22 on that particular paragraph. 

23 On Page 11, last paragraph, the statement is made that 

24 old growth mixed white spruce/paper birch forest will be given 

25 preference .over closed black spruce forest". Because 
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s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

the focus -- I'm having a little trouble with his writing here. 

(Pause) Need a little interpretation here on this. (Pause) 

I'm going to have to go on to the next sentence here, I guess. 

Please keep in mind that the mitigation policy statement does 

20 

not provide for the discretionary exclusion of these species which 

have adapted to black spruce forest. · ·Simply because· black. ,spruce 

forest is abundant in the surrounding region does not mean that 

there is room for more animals. That was the extent of Hank's 

comments on this particular issue. 

MR. ARMINSKI: Leroy? 

MR. LATTA: Generally we're in favor of the 

position paper, but we've got several comments and I've given 

our reporter copies of Kay Brown, Director of Oil and Gas's com-

rnents, which were hand-delivered to the meeting, I haven't seen 

them yet myself. We've got some comments -- everybody's moving 

at DNR so it's been real frantic. Got some comments from AG, 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

which I gave her a copy of, and a handwritten copy I got from 

Forestry this morning, she's got a copy of those. I also gave 

her a copy of some fairly detailed reviews that Debbie made on 

the matrix. And I assume that the contractor had considerable 

trouble reading the maps because there is 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes, I recognize the meri-

dians are all off, yes, the township, range identifiers. 

MR. LATTA: And Deb can explain that if any-

body wants to get into it. But one of the -- One thing you should 
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1 be aware of, the final draft of the Susitna Plan is out. This 

2 is one of 25 copies. ~e printer has got it backordered for ano-

3 ther month before we're going to have general distribution copies, 

4 but the edition that was used for the matrix and for the positlon 

5 paper was the agency review draft which has been followed by the 

6 public review draft and now the final review draft. We've got 

7 an order in to get the pertinent parts Xeroxed so you'll get those 

8 as soon as possible. Not to rub salt in the wound, we're still 

9 working on that clerk. But we have identified in this mark-up 

10 copy with a little dot and then down the margin which designations 

11 have changed since the agency review draft. 

12 MR. ARMINSKI: What's the process to finalize 

13 the final draft? 

14 MR. LATTA: What do you mean, what's the 

15 process to final -- It's final. As far as we're concerned, it's 

16 done. 

17 

18 

MR. ARMINSKI: Okay, so it's final. 

MR. LATTA: It's done. Now it's five years 

19 for the next review, got to go through the whole shooting match, 

20 public review, agency review and everything to amend it now. 

21 It's -- I'll check and make sure it's signed, but -- DNR's Commis-

1 22 sioner's signed it, Fish & Game's hasn't. And the Borough, Gary 

I 
I 
I 
I 

23 Thurlow's signed it. So DNR and the Borough have signed off on 

24 the final draft of the plan, so I would say it's -- that's the 

25 rules for the next five years, unless someone wants to start an 
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1 earlier change. I did -- I also gave her a copy of our December 

2 11th memo. Those concerns really haven't changed, and most of 

3 those haven't been addressed in the matrix, so 

4 

S same matrix? 

6 

7 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Basically this is still the 

MR. LATTA: It is exactly the same, yes. 

MR. FAIRBANKS: It"'s just updated, the text 

8 is updated but the wording and stuff hasn't changed. In fact, 

9 we're kind of waiting before we went the next step -- or, go to 

10 the next step, anyway, in the next month or so, but we were wai-

11 ting for this official memo or letter from DNR and ADF&G that 

12 was in the works. I guess that's -- as I understand it, it's 

13 kind of fallen by the wayside now, or is not going to be 

14 MR. LATTA: Well, our -- our department's 

22 

15 position is we're still trying to get ~t signed. And that's about 

16 as -- "the check's in the mail", "one size fits all" -- Don't 

17 put that in the record. 

18 

19 

20 is. 

REPORTER: It's too late now. 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Do you know what the status 

21 MR. LATTA: But anyway we're still working 

22 on it. I have a few modifications or concerns with the position 

23 paper. Page i, and that would also apply to the main body, we're 

I 24 talking 56,000 acres in this one, so is that the latest, I assume? 

I r 
I 

25 MR. FAIRBANKS: No, that's just -- these 

rnrnlliJn mn 
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1 are just general --

2 MR. LATTA: General numbers 

3 MR. FAXRBANKS: This is just a general des-

4 cription of the total amount of area to be affected, not neces-

5 sarily the amount of land that would be needed or -- but just 

6 to give some general perspective. 

23 

7 MR. LATTA: It keeps changing. On the second 

8 page, second line, it says, "protection of important wildlife 

9 habitats", and ::t would suggest a more definitive word than "impor-

10 tant". And I don't know if it would be "unique", I don •t I 

11 think we'd have to work that out, but "important" is just so broad 

12 that we're a little concerned about that. 

13 MR. FAIRBANKS: Well, we wanted to leave 

14 it fairly broad there in terms of the types of land that could 

15 be used in that category. This is not a -- this again is a 

16 general statement in terms of it representing the -- you know, 

I 17 the types of land that we would be looking for. I don't know, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

18 I don't have a suggestion for another 

19 MR. LATTA: Just off the top of my head, 

20 "unique" , but I don • t know -- I mean, I think we need to work 

21 with Fish & Game on that, I don't know. We'd like to see "special 

22 use areas" defined because that's really not a DNR term, and we'd 

23 just like to find out exactly what you mean when you say that. 

24 About midway in the next paragraph it says "fall of '85", so I 

25 think you probably mean spring, but it says "were made" and it 
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1 isn't -- it either would be "will be made" or else- it would be 

2 "were made" either in '84 or --

3 MR. FAIRBANKS: That should be '84. 

4 MR. LATTA: Okay, '84. 

5 MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes. 

6 MR. LATTA: On Page 1 of the main paper it 

7 makes the statement one, two, three, fourth line down in the Posi-

8 tion heading it says, "fullest extent feasible", and our foresters 

9 are very concerned with that phrase, and they would like it nar-

10 rowed a little bit more than -- you know, we talked in a technical 

11 or a -- they're very concerned with that. 

12 MR. ARMINSKI: Can you explain that a little 

13 bit further? 

14 MR. LATTA: Well, let me read it. This 

15 meeting was like five minutes before I got here so we didn't have 

16 a lot of time to talk about it but it says, "It is our position 

17 that available information supports these measures and that by 

18 employing these measures compensation for project-related reduc-

19 tions in habitat value will be achieved to the fullest extent 

20 feasible" and, I mean, that's real subjective. You know, "for 

21 the most effective" -- "for the most affected wildlife species". 

22 And Forestry, you know, is real concerned with the acreage that's 

23 involved, and --

24 MR. ARMINSKI: In other words, we'll be cut-

25 ting into State forests for habitat compensation? 
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1 MR. LATTA: Right, and when you say "the 

2 fullest extent feasible", I mean, feasible to who? Forestry's 

3 idea of what's feasible, Fish & Game's idea of what's feasible, 

4 your idea of what's feasible is just really -- they're real con

S cerned with that phrase. On Page 2, last paragraph, one, two, 

6 three, four, fifth line, it says, "land use designation in the 

7 Susitna .Area Plan", and we've brought that up before, it's clas-

8 sification, those are land use classifications. So we'd just 

9 like it changed throughout to classification. The asterisk for 

10 the footnote, there's no asterisk on the page, so that's just 

11 minor. 

25 

12 MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes, I think that's supposed 

13 to refer to the 21 areas. 

14. MR. LATTA: Yes. Phase 1, Page 3, again 

15 it says "on land designated to be managed as wildlife habitat" 

16 and then it goes on to say "avoid areas to be proposed for special 

17 use designation". "Designated to be managed" and "special use 

18 designation" really aren't DNR terms and we either need to define 

19 them so we -- you know, we all know what you're talking about. 

20 MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes, I've got say •classified 

21 again rather than "designated". 

22 MR. LATTA: Let's see. Page 8, the third 

23 line, it talks about "long-scale", and I was wondering if you 

24 meant "long-term" or "large-scale", I wasn't sure what •long-scale 

25 was. 
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MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes. 

MR. LATTA: Page 9, "A legislative proposal 

3 to protect the primary calving grounds of the Nelchina caribou 

26 

4 herd by establishment of tl~~ Nelchina Public Use Area is currently 

5 under consideration by the Alaska State Legislature". 

6 Don, hasn't that been enacted? 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Yes. 

MR. McKAY: Yes, it has, right. 

And I think 

7 

8 

9 MR. LATTA: In the appendices under the head-

10 ing "Notes on Colwnn Headings", Item h. says "ADF&G will be 

11 responsible for burning or crushing of vegetation for the purpose 

I 12 of habitat enhancement on State lands". Forestry doesn't agree 

I 
I 
I 

13 with that at all. And if it's on game refuges -- you want to, 

14 you know, add game refuges and take out state lands, then it's 

15 fine. But in terms of burning and crushing on state lands, 

16 especially forested lands, Forestry's real concerned about that. 

17 Again --

18 MR. MARCHEGIANI: Would it be a combination 

19 thereof? 

20 MR. LATTA: Well, it would depend -- in terms I 
21 of land management DNR's the land managers, unless it's a game 

I 22 refuge. Especially having to do with burning, I think that the 

I 
I 

I 

23 mitigation plan would certainly be developed in concert with Fish 

24 & Game, but in terms of the actual call as to burning, what's 

25 burned and what~s crushed, I th~ we need to -- right this minute 
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1 I'd say no, but I think we've got a lot of talking to do before 

2 -- that's something that ought to be in this joint memo, for 

3 example, you know. But right now right now Forestry's very 

4 concerned and they -- they see that as their responsibili~y, un-

5 less it's on a game refuge. 

6 MR. MARCHEGIANI: Couldn't we put something 

7 in that would state something, that there would be coordination 

8 with Fish & Game? 

9 MR. LATTA: Yeah, there'd certainly be coor-

10 dination with Fish & Game, I think that's part of the mitigation 

11 plan. You might -- you might mention the mitigation plan in that 

12 section, but for fire control, that's us, and for any crushing 

13 of marketable timbers, Forestry -- Forestry's very concerned. 

14 MR. ARMINSKI: Okay, we'll put you down as 

15 the manager. 

16 MR. LATTA: And then Area Dl again is pro-

17 posed for legislative designation as a state forest, and that 

18 is Forestry's prime baby, and this is sacred ground. So if we 

19 could just take it out, that'd be the best. 

20 

21 

22 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: Where are you at? 

MR. ARINSKI: Which one's that? 

MR. LATTA: Area Dl, it's on the first legal-

23 sized sheet. I was speaking on the land designations. That is 

24 proposed for the Susitna State Forest, I think is the name of 

25 it. And they're very concerned that that's still in there. And 
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1 that's covered in our -- I think in our December memo. And that's 

2 all I've got -- Oh, one other thing. In terms of -- in terms 

3 of the Prairie Creek brow.n bear habitat, you might want to add 

4 a note that an in-stream flow reservation for fish protection 

5 you know, you're going to need to protect the salmon for the 

6 I think as a mitigation measure for the bears, just an in-stre 

7 reservation for the fish. That's kiad of secondary to this paper. 

8 

9 

MR. FAIRBANKS: Say that again? 

MR. LATTA: Okay, an in-stream flow reserva-

10 tion -- Do you want to explain that? 

11 MR. GRANATA: We were s~ggesting that with 

12 the negotiations you're having with the Natives that perhaps you 

13 could also not -- we're not suggesting who, either APA or one 

14· of the resource agencies file for an instream flow reservation 

15 on the on the flows at Prairie Creek to protect the fisheries 

16 habitat. 

17 

18 flow study? 

19 

20 

21 

22 three or four ways. 

23 

MR. ARMINSKI: Do we have to do an in-stream 

MR. GRANATA: Yes. 

MR. ARMXNSKI: Are there any -

MR. LATTA: There's lots of ways to do them, 

MR. ARMINSKI: That's what I -- that's my 

24 question, to what level of detail? 

25 MR. LATTA: I don't know if we can answer 
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1 that right this minute. 

2 MR. GRANATA: Yes, that's hard to answer 

3 right now. To a -- I'd say to a fairly high level of 

4 MR. ~AIRBANKS: How would future development 

5 or other activities affect in-stream flow in Prairie Creek? 

6 MR. GRANATA: Well, that's -- that's a detail 

7 that has to be looked into in light of any development on Stephan 

8 Lake. In-stream flows from Stephan Lake would have to be main-

9 tained, depend~ng on the writing of the reservation. So that 

10 may impede certain development on Stephan Lake protecting the 

11 fishery. 

12 MR. ARMINSKI: Doesn't -- Doesn't ADF&G in 

13 16.05.870 accomplish the same purpose? 

14 MR. GRANATA: I -- I really couldn't address 

15 that. 

16 MR. ARMINSKI: The anadromous fish permit. 

17 I think basically through that permitting process there's no --

18 there's not supposed to be any diminishment of fisheries resources 

19 MR. GRANATA: Well, we wouldn't -- Our reser-

20 vation doesn't diminish the resource, it protects the flow for 

21 the resource. And I guess in that sense it'd be different. 

22 

23 

MR. ARMINSKI: It would be different. 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: What you could do, and 

24 this is -- I mean, a strange way of trying to get around to ques-

25 tion. What you could do is a put a gauge in the stream and gauge 
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1 the stream for the next couple years, okay, and just from the 

2 hydrology of the stream, what you could do is reserve that flow 

3 or approximately that flow for the fish purposes without doing, 

4 let's say, a very detailed in-stream flow analysis. I wc;>Jldn't 

5 advocate this in all situations. 

6 MR. GRANATA: Well, the regulations read 

7 that you can maintain levels as well as flows, so --

30 

8 MR. MARCHEGIANI: Okay, whatever.. But basi-

9 cally do that, and then, if the developer wished to.change that 

10 flow, okay, because he felt that the flow could be used for some 

11 other beneficial purpose and fisheries resource did not need all 

12 that flow, they can come back in and amend that. 

13 

14 

MR. GRANATA: Right. 

MR. ARMINSKI: Who's the burden on? Yes, 

15 that•.s .. interesting; -because if we put a gauge in there and reserve 

16 -- make an application to reserve 100% of the flow for fisheries, 

17 number one, would you -- is it realistic to suppose that that 

18 flow would be reserved? And then two, if it were reserved, any-

19 one that applied for a use, would they would it be their bur-

20 den to prove that that wasn't a detriment to the fisheries? 

21 MR. GRANATA: Well, number one, I would say 

22 that we'd be talking to Fish & Game on that to see if 100% of 

23 those flows were adequate. And I would venture to guess that 

24 we wouldn't reserve 100% of the flows. So, yes, in reference 

25 to your second question, the burden would be on the new applicant. 
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1 Speculatively speaking, a new developer coming in needing certain 

2 flows, a new I couldn't imagine what that would entail. Per-

3 haps a lodge at Stephan Lake or downstream. It would probably 

4 be -- it would be the burden of that new developer to come in. 

5 MR. MARCHEGIANI: I don't think we'd ever 

6 get a chance to do it, though, because basically what it boils 

7 down to ·is we'll be dealing with Na~ive lands, and if we tried 

8 to reserve 100% of the flow, the first thing that -- it's unfor-

9 tunate Bruce is not here because he'd speak up, sure as shooting. 

10 What they'd turn around and say is, you know, they're going to 

11 need "X" amount of water for something, and I don't know what, 

12 but -- And in any case, if we tried to reserve 100% of the flow 

13 in any public hearing be guaranteed that Bruce would be there 

14· and he'd turn around and tell us that we couldn't do that, and 

15 he'd oppose it. And that, in a sense, it would end up in your 

16 lap, and then you might bounce it back to us. 

17 MR. GRANATA: Or perhaps not. You know, 

18 certain strategies are different. Reserving 100% of the flow 

19 may prove beneficial to the lake itself. 

20 MR. THRALL: Wouldn • t this be the Natives 

21 that have to do this reservations anyhow? 

22 

23 

24 Authority? 

25 

MR. GRANATA: No. 

MR. THRALL: Or would it be the Power 

MR. ARMINSKI: Anybody. 
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MR. GRANATA: It could be anybody. 1 

2 MR. THRALL: But I mean in this case wouldn't 

3 it be more sensible for them to be the ones reserving the flow? 

4 MR. LATTA: They wouldn't oppose their own 

5 application, yes. 

6 MR. GRANATA: Well, you see, Jim, if the 

7 Power Authority were to negotiate with the Natives to protect 

8 that corridor, then I would say it would be the Power Authority's 

9 game. 

10 MR. THRALL: Yes, they would -- they would 

11 negotiate at the same time as a part of the protection w~uld be 

12 to reserve the flow. It seems to me from a I'm just --

13 MR. GRANATA: I would say that a good way 

14 to do it is to have joint application. Have various organizations 

15 come in together and work on this for the mutual benefits of all. 

16 MR. THRALL: Is there a way that you can 

17 define how much detail would be needed for an in-stream flow? 

18 In other words, I think -- Eric? 

19 

20 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: Yes? 

MR. THRALL: Want to listen to this? I think 

21 that the thought that Eric -- one of them behind what Eric was 

22 saying was that if you're going to request a conservatively high 

23 flow to protect the fish you should be able to do with the minimum 

24 type of study, absent any other obvious competing uses, that 

25 doesn't foreclose someone later on coming in. I think the interes 
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1 is to keep the total in-stream flow study effort ·at a minimum 

2 as long as you're going to be going in a conservatively high 

3 reservation. 

4 

5 

6 that? 

7 

MR. GRANATA: I agree. 

MR. THRALL: Is there some way to define 

MR. GRANATA: Yes. In that case we would 

8 -- we would look at proposals, or pre-application, if you will, 

9 and discuss that. The in-stream flow reservation legislation 

10 is fairly new to the state, so I would imagine that the regula-

11 tions are broad enough to open it to discussion. They're not 

12 really set in concrete. 

13 

14 what do you call it? 

MR. THRALL: So we make some sort of a 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: Pre-application -

MR. THRALL: -- Pre-application 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: -- proposal. 

MR. THRALL: -- proposal? 

33 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 MR. GRANATA: A letter stating that you plan 

20 on doing -- once you've decided to go that route. 

21 MR. MARCHEGIANI: Do we have any -- just 

22 out of curiosity, I'm not even aware, maybe Jim may know. Do 

23 we have any fisheries information on Prairie Creek on Fish & Game 

24 reports at all? Has anybody just flown over the area, walked 

25 the area, looked at the area at all? 
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1 MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, I think Fish & Game has 

2 done some --

3 MR. THRALL: There are -- there are data, 

4 we -- in our comments on the DEIS 1 think we dredged up a lot 

5 of the Fish & Game work on this. 

6 MR. MARCHEGIANI: So, I mean, it's not like 

7 we're devoid of any informatica. I mean, there is biological 

8 information. There probably isn't a stream gauge on it, which 

9 might be beneficial for us to install. 

34 

10 

11 

12 

MR. LATTA: We brought it up for discussion -

MR. GRANATA: It was a suggestion, yes --

MR. LATTA: -- and consideration, you know, 

13 just so you guys • • • 

14 MR. ARMINSKI: Any other comments? Does 

15 anybody need DNR's written comments right away, so that we should 

16 copy them, or can everyone wait for the transcript? Okay, they'll 

17 be in the transcript. The next paper is R-6, this is the signi-

18 ficance of recreational activities of project construction workers 

19 on fish and wildlife resources in the Susitna River Watershed. 

20 OUr position is that the recreatiCHl&l activities of~!construct±on-! 

21 workers may result in reduced populations in streams and lakes 

22 near the camps, and the local populations of bear and moose may 

23 be reduced if substantial numbers of workers elect to hunt in 

24 the area. We believe that mitigation measures that are proposed 

25 in the paper will reduce the associated impacts as much as 
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1 practical, and that the extent of the remaining impacts depends 

2 largely on the fishing and hunting regulations in the project 

3 area, and -- or adjacent landowners• consent for hunting and · 

4 fishing. Rick, are -rou --

5 MR. SUTTLE: Yes. The focus of the paper 

35 

6 was essentially to elaborate on the potential recreation or leisur 

7 activities of the construction workers, particularly as it relates 

8 to impacts on the hunting and fishing of the fish and wildlife 

9 resources in tbe area. The basic sources that we used were some 

10 of the refinements of worker numbers that was done for the project 

11 not for staging but for the design refinements. And then some 

12 of the Fish & Game's resource information pertaining to big game 

13 and resources in general, particularly the one done for the 

14 as, I think, a back-up to the Susitna Area planning study, and 

15 previous on-going mitigation reports done within Harza Ebasco, 

16 particularly like the raptor mitigation report. The approach 

17 taken was to take somewhat of a worst case scenario with respect 

18 to assuming no transportation plan and workers having free access 

19 in terms of vehicular access. That's pretty much the way the 

20 ~aper was presented. 

21 MR. GRANATA: I have one thing to add. The 

22 Division of Parks and-OUtdoor Recreation were at a disadvantage 

23 -- were they at a disadvantage? 

24 

25 ones. 

MR. LATTA: That's one of our hand-delivered 
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1 MR. GRANATA: I'm not even going to attempt 

2 to read this to the record, so perhaps I can --

3 

4 

MR. LATTA: We're in favor of it. 

MR. GRANATA: Yes, okay. What I was going 

36 

5 to say is that they had a -- they were doing a lot of moving this 

6 week and so we didn't really expect to hear from them for this 

7 meeting, but obviously I was mistaken. 

8 MR. LATTA: Well, we've -- I gave her a copy 

9 of Parks' comments and then Oil & Gas also commented, and she's 

10 got a copy of those. But we don't have any major concerns. 

11 MR. KUWADA: I guess the first conanent we 

12 have is why a worst case scenario was used in this particular 

13 issue paper. I mean, it's great, but, you know, it doesn't seem 

14 like we've had a worst case scenario analyzed in any of the other 

15 issue papers that we've looked at. Is there some reason that 

16 it was in this instance? 

17 MR. SUTTLE: I think -- I believe the main 

18 reason was because of the worker transportation plan really wasn't 

19 -- hasn't been established and we're still working on that, and 

20 it's a key component that's going to affect the impacts related 

21 to this particular issue. I think that, the way it was set, that' 

22 the main reason it was set up for this. 

23 MR. KUWADA: And so the air bus system, I 

24 guess, you said last time still has to be approved by the Board. 

25 So does everything else that we see in these papers represent 
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1 Board-approved positions? 

2 MR. ARMINSKI: Well, the Board hasn't really 

3 approved any of these posi tiona, in a sense, and I • m not -- and 

4 I don't believe that the Board is going to be involved in approvin 

5 every one of these positions. The worker transportation plan 

6 is one of these things that's -- you know, I think it's signifi-

7 cant with respect to cost and the operations of the project. 

8 And quite frankly, I'm not sure that the Board is going to have 

9 approve that one either. We haven't -- really haven't defined, 

10 you know, what ·requires a Board-level approval. 

11 MR. KUWADA: I guess it's just not clear 

12 to us why the -- you know, the air bus system is such a sensitive 

13 issue that it's been, you know, excluded from most of the discus

l4 sion --

15 MR. ARMINSKI: -- Well, it's not -- it's not 

16 sensitive, per se, it's complicated, more than anything, I think. 

17 It involves labor contracts which are going to be negotiated some 

18 time in the future. It's -- you know, it's an item that there 

19 are certain cost trade-offs that have to be considered. It's 

20 -- you know, it • s just !...- it • a a ·1110re COJaplicated issue, lllld I 

21 think -- you know, there's a hesitancy, probably, to make a deci-

22 sion on it, because you do jeopardize -- well, basically, your 

23 labor contracts in the future. You know, the opportunity to nego-

24 tiate certain things by committing to this at this point. So 

25 I think it's.just --it's just one of these things that's, you 
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1 know, taking a long time to be developed. I think from a fish 

2 and wildlife perspective and a socioeconomic perspective, you 

3 know, we wholeheartedly endorse, you know, air bus. But, you 

4 know, from the labc~ contract standpoint it may not be the best 

5 thing. So it's just 

6 able to deal with yet. 

it's one of these things we're j~st not 

7 MR. KUWADA: Well, on this type of issu.e 

8 paper I think, you know, we can't really sign off on it until 

9 after the issue is resolved. It's a pretty important component 

10 on what the ultimate impact will be. 

38 

11 MR. MARCHEGIANI: That's part of the -- that' 

12 part of the reason why we've looked at it from a worst case 

13 scenario. I mean, it goes back to your original question, okay. 

14 By looking at it from a worst case scenario we provide that infor-

15 mation, rather than say, "Okay, it's going to be this way". You 

16 it would've been very it would be very easy for us to say "It's 

17 going to be this way" and then all of a sudden three years or 

18 five years down the line all of a sudden somebody comes in and 

19 says "No, it's not going to be that way" and it's a different 

20 way. And then you're going to be mad at us. 

21 MR. KUWADA: My main concern was just that 

22 the air bus system was being, as I perceived it, kind of phased 

23 out or swept under the rug, and I just wanted to make sure that 

24 that was still a viable alternative to this worst case analysis 

25 that we're seeing in here. 
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1 MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, it's not -- it's not 

2 being swept under the rug. 

3 MS. BERGMANN: The other thing I 'd add, Mark, 

4 is that the socioeconomic papers took the same app,..oach as this 

5 paper. We indicated, for affects on lifestyles of community resi-

6 dents, employment, whatever, we took the worst case scenario and 

7 did the same thing with those, and then said, assuming our worker 

8 transportation plan, here's what the impacts will be, and in many 

9 cases those impacts will go away, or they're not very important 

10 anymore. And we're hoping to take that whole plan several steps 

11 forward so that when we write the license amendment we can have 

12 a decision and make your question a moot point. We're hoping 

13 we can get some strong directions because that'll make it a lot 

14 easier for us. It's just that this is the way we're planning 

15 to do it. 

16 ~R. KUWADA: I think a worst case scenario's 

17 great but, you know, it just hasn't been made available in any 

18 of the other issue papers and it just sort of 

19 MS. BERGMANN: Well, yes, and you probably 

20 aren't as familiar with the socioeconomic ones. 

21 

22 

MR. KUWADA: No, uh-uh. 

MS. BERGMANN: Yes, I just wanted to point 

23 out that in those papers that we also took the same approach. 

24 So this one wasn't the only paper that was unique. 

25 MR. FAIRBANKS: I think also in the two 
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1 wildlife papers that deal most heavily with the transportation 

2 plan the same situation was used, sort of a worst case scenario 

3 assuming the license application case was actually analyzed. 

4 MR. KUWADA: The next question I have is 

5 on -- I guess it • s Page 4 of the Executive SUIIBDary, and there's 

6 also a comment -- a related comment on Page s. They talk about 

7 prohibiting privately-owned snowmobiles or all-terrain vehicles 

40 

8 on site on Page 4, and then on Page 5 they prohibit firearms withi 

9 the project sites. Have those -- has that been defined, "project 

10 site" versus "project area"? "On-site" versus "off-site•, that 

11 type of thing? 

12 MR. SUTTLE: The on-site or the project site, 

13 as we're planning to use it, Mark, are the -- is defined in the 

14 license application as the immediate project boundary, the license 

15 application project boundary. 

16 MR. LATTA: So you're talking outside the 

17 construction area? 

18 MR. SUTTLE: Yes. Yes, just the other thing 

19 is, Figure 1 on this was inadvertantly left out. and there's copie 

20 of that over on the table, and it shows an approximate project 

21 boundary that we're talking about. It's the same -- it's somewhat 

22 conceptual at this scale, but it's the same boundary that's shown 

23 in the -- I believe Exhibit G of the license application. 

24 MR. KUWADA: So it's in the license applica-

25 tion? Okay, .the next question I have is on Page 5 of the Executiv 
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1 Swamary again, Number 2, says, "Provide data from fish and wild-

2 life monitoring investigations to regulatory agencies". We're 

41 

3 wondering what type of data this would be, when it would be pro-

4 vided, and how oft~n, what the scheduling is, you know. We would 

5 suggest a monitoring program that would perhaps define angler 

6 use and angler effort and the harvests that were being taken. 

7 I understand that regulations and mitigation within the APA pro-

8 cess here hasn't gone down too well in the past, but if the 

9 state's to implement certain regulations to compensate for the 

10 increased harvest in the area, we're going to be needing this 

11 type of information, the effort, the harvest, things of that 

12 nature. 

13 MR. THRALL: We're in the process right now 

14 of putting together on the acquatic side, for example, this moni-

15 toring plan. That's the sort of thing that would need to have 

16 the coordination between what's being said here, and I think, 

17 Rick, you've talked to the people putting together the monitoring 

18 plan, because -

19 

20 

MR. SUTTLE: -- Right. 

MR. ARMINSKI: Mark, for that kind of data, 

21 you know, creek census, whatever, would it be appropriate to fund 

22 the ADF&G with an RSA to expand its sport fisheries program to 

23 include this sort of thing? 

24 

25 think it would --

MR. KUWADA: I think would be -- Yeah, I 
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1 MR. ARMINSKI: Rather than doing it ourselves 

2 Then you could just integrate that info~ation in your regular 

3 programs. 

4 MR. KUWADA: Okay, another point I had on 

5 Page s, I guess I guess I skipped it, was right before the mitiga-

6 tion measures. It says "Stock sport fish species in lakes within 

7 walking distance of construction camps". I think borrow pits 

8 was also something that we agreed on. 

9 

10 That was brought up 

11 

12 

MR. SUTTLE: Yes, that's -- that's true. 

MR. KUWADA: -- Go ahead. 

mR. SUTTLE: That was brought up in one of 

13 the other issue papers, the borrow sites and area lakes. It needs 

14 a little more exploring into to get the actual feasibility of 

15 that. I have talked to Larry about that. 

16 MR. KUWADA: And the last question I had 

17 on that Executive Summary, anyway, was just that you have all 

18 these measures that could be used to mitigate these impacts 

19 listed on Page 4, and then they're not endorsed by the Power 

20 Authority on Page s. I was wondering, is that going to come after 

21 the settlement process? Why -- you have these seemingly great 

22 measures listed and they're not endorsed. 

23 MR. SUTTLE: Okay. I think the -- Yes, the 

24 way it's set up, the ones that were just means that could be used 

25 to mitigate these impacts was on 4 there. It's tied into the 
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1 same sort of situation. In fact, the first one under that is 

2 that transportation plan. And it's -- these measures, or a number 

3 of them, because they're just in early stages of needing a little 

4 more detail, or policy reasons, they haven't been made yet. We 

5 didn't put them in the endorsed mitigation packages in here, but 

6 it's important enough to discuss. 

7 MR. Jl1JWADA: I didn • t know if the Board had 

8 to approve all these or not. All right, Page 4, under Anticipated 

9 Recreational Activities of Construction Workers, I think staging 

10 is going to modify that, isn't it? 

11 

12 

MS. BERGMANN: Somewhat. 

MR. SUTTLE: Somewhat. It' 11 extend that 

13 whole period out for sure. 

14 MR. KUWADA: Will the amount of people be 

15 modified at all in terms of peak during peak construction? 

16 MR. SUTTLE: I think it'll be reduced some-

17 what at --

18 MS. BERGMANN: -- Right, and that • s something 

19 that we'll have to change when we do the license amendment, this 

20 analysis will be redone using the new numbers. 

21 

22 time. 

23 

24 Got anything, Don? 

25 

MR. MARCHEGIANI: Less people for a longer 

MR. KUWADA: And I think that's it for me. 

MR. McKAY: No, I think you got it all. 
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1 MR. WILSON: Hank had three comments on this 

2 particular paper. The first one, in addition to pointing out 

3 that Figure 1 was lacking in his review copy, he went on to say 

4 the Fish & Wil~life Service still opposes the construction of 

5 an access road between the Denali Highway and the Watana Dam site. 

6 As reasons are the avoidable disruption to habitat, displacement 

7 of ungulates, canids (ph) and furbearers, and the secondary 

8 impacts to fishery populations and habitat. On Page 5 on the 

9 third paragraph his comment is a question here. What is the stat 

10 of the worker transportation plan? And he says we have heard 

11 it mentioned over the course of these settlement issue hearings 

Jl 12 but do not know what it contains. The Fish & Wildlife Service 
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13 supports a transportation plan that will limit the private vehicle 

14 on site and the northern access road to get them there. On Page 

15 9, I think this is almost a repeat of the comment that was just 

16 made, he mentions the eight measures being listed that could be 

17 used to mitigate described impacts. Fish & Wildlife Service 

18 recommends that they all be incorporated and endorsed by the 

19 Power Authority in addition to the four measures listed on Pages 

20 10 and 11 • That was Hank • s aomments. 

21 

22 

MR. ARMINSKI: Leroy? 

MR. LATTA: Just for the record, I think 

23 our position on that road is that it's public -- public funds, 

24 it should be open except during construction. Just want to put 

25 that in the record. 
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1 MR. ARMINSKI: Any other comments? Okay, 

2 well, let's close the meeting. We'll see you on Monday afternoon 

3 for the discussion. 

4 MR. KUWADA: Tom, is th:l t~ the last settlement 

S meeting for a while then? 

6 MR. ARMINSKI: Yes, this will be the last 

7 settlement meeting for a while. We'll keep you up to speed as 

8 to the proposed schedule when we get it developed. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(OFF RECORD) 

END OF PROCEEDINGS 

• * * * * 
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MEMORANDUM 
OCPARn.ENT CF NATlJUU.. RESOl.RCES 
DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS 

To: Leroy Latta f 1 ~ 
Project Engineer~ ( 

. ~)\~ 
FROM' Kay Brown t)2 lo"' 

Director ~ 

State of Alaska 

DATE: 

FILE NO: 

TELEPHONE NO: 

SUBJECT: 

June 10, 1985 

276-2244 

DO&G CCJMt.£NTS 
APA SUSITNA 
HYDRO PRO.:ECT-
POSITION PAPER
WILDLIFE ISSUE 

W-17/18 

The Division of Oil and Gas has reviewed the above-referenced document. In 
response to your May 31, 1985 request for comments, we wish to reiterate our 
convnents stated in Jim Easons February 15, 1985 memo :to Tom Hawkins. That 
memo commented as follows: : 

The concepts and rationale described in the subject draft are surprisingly 
similar to "habitat replacement" programs recently adopted nationwide by the 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service ( USF&WS). In that agency's conments on some 
recent North Slope permits the foundation was laid for future requests for 
dedicated and reserved replacement lands as a quid ero /uo for its approval of 
the use of state lands for development. In discuss~ng uture petroleum 
development on the North Slope, some staff representatives of USF&WS and ADF&G 
have expressed the opinion that it may be necessary for industry permittees to 
purchase certain habitat lands on the North Slope and dedicate them to a pool 
of reserved lands in exchange for permit approval for certain projects. 

Against this background, you.can appreciate my concern over the proposal to 
implement a habitat replacementTenhancement program for the Susitna 
Hydroelectric Project. If such a program may be viewed as precedential for 
future development programs on state lands in general., I do not think the 
department should agree to its joint support without a very careful review of 
its need and a thorough evaluation of its likely impacts on future development. 

First, I want to assure you that my opposition in this instance is not folllded 
ill any philosophical disagreement' with the premise that habitat replacement 
and enhancement are effective management tools and that both may be necessary 
in certain instances. For example, there is no doubt in my mind that a 
developer requesting permission to drain a coastal marsh along the Turnagain 
Highway is going to impact a scarce and valuable habitat, and should be 
required to provide alternative replacement habitat, if the permit is to be 
approved at all. However, I also believe that there are many instances, such 
as the one in question, where ample alternative habitat exists naturally, and 
the active manipulation of existing alternative habitat would be ill-advised 
because it is both unnecessary and it would entail inordinate social and 
economic costs. 

Common sense suggests that the area in question, the Sisitna Basin, is 
sufficiently large to accommodate any moose, caribou or other species that may 
be displaced by the construction of the SUsitna Hydroelectric project. 
Moreover, the hundreds of thousands of acres delimited by the proposed 
Nelchina and Kroto-Deshka Public Use Areas and the recently established 

I Matanuska Moose Range presumably should provide ample alternative habitat for 
. 02.()()1A(Ae•. 10/79) 
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-- Tom Hawkins, Director 
Page 2 

any species displaced by the construction of SUsitna. However, the 
effectiveness of these huge areas in compensating for habit~t loss or 
degradation is apparently discounted by ADF&G staff, as indicated by their 
comments in this proposal that in selecting potential mitigation lands 
" ••• these lands are to be excluded from consideration." This position is 
analogous to saying "I'll eat my pie and pick the plums from yours." 

Rather than acknowledging the obvious--that several million acres of 
uninhabited wilderness lands surrounding the proposed ,_;reject area are 
likely to absorb and provide suitable habitat for any displaced 
species--ADF&G advocates the establishment of an elaborate system of 
on-the-ground field checks to determine habitat suitability, long-term 
monitoring of species movements and, for a final hedge, the establishment of 
a pool of "additional replacement or enhancement lands" just in case the 
long-term monitoring program confirms that "mitigation success" is low. 

Having "created" a habitat crisis where it has not been established that one 
would exist, the mitigation proposal next addresses how replacement lands 
are to be established, and discussed funding sources for monitoring efforts 
and for addressing as yet unknown impacts which may be recog1ized in the 
future. The document then references a wildlife trust fund and continued 
operating funds as possible sources of funding to finance future 
mitigation. (Tom, it was about at this point in reading the proposal that I 
was finally overcome with incredulity). 

I may have missed something, but the proposal appears to be a gross 
misapplication of theoretically proper habitat management techniques without 
ever having questioned whether the real world situation demands them. To · 
place this mitigation plan in proper perspective, imagine someone standing 
five miles in any direction from the proposed reservoir arguing that there 
are insufficient "mitigative" land in the vicinity. I doubt that anyone who 
has ever stood on the ground in the area could make a very convincing 
argument for the need to select additional reserved lands. It is this lack 
of perspective which is -missing from the discussion of whether, when and to 
what extent replacement and enhancement techniques should be applied. 
Again, to draw on analogy, it is like applying a body cast when a splint 
would suffice. 

There will be occasions, depending upon the relative scarcity of the habitat 
and the scope of the development; where habitat replacement or enhancement 
programs will be mandatory. However, to maintain the credibility and 
effectiveness of such programs and to assure that there are funds available 
to accomplish them when they are really required, they should not be applied 
indiscriminately. Similarly, where there is clearly no need or where the 
costs exceed the public benefit, the department should not agree to the 
routine application of these procedures. The precedent established by 
requiring mitigative offsets where none are appropriate will delay and 
impede development on state lands and add dramatically to the cost of 
operating state government. In light of the current decline in state 
revenues, particularly the operating budget, I seriously question whether 
the state can afford either of these consequences. 

Should you have any questions regarding our comments, please contact me. 

JW/HB:4270Z 
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~PM.ti~s 
DIVIS!~ CF OIL AAD GAS 

To: Leroy Latta ~ 
APA Project Engineer 

FROM Kay Brownf) ~ t 
Director 

State of Alaska 
DATE: 

FILE NO: 

TELEPHONE NO: 

SUBJECT: 

June 7, 1985 

276-2653 

DO&G REVIEW CCI+ENTS 
APA SUSITNA HYDRO 
PROJECT--POSIT!~ 

PAPER-RECREATI~ 

ISSUE R-6 

The Division of Oil and Gas has reviewed the above-referenced document. 
Listed below are our comments. 

It is proposed to "Prohibit privately owned snowmobiles or all-terrain 
vehicles on-site" (p. iv) The division believes that this measure is workable 
only in more remote areas. Restricting project workers from areas that any 
other resident or even non-residents are free and able to enter would be 
tantamount to setting up two classes of residents, a doubtful legal concept. 
We do not see any problems with this restriction in areas with no leady public 
access. The state could exercise its right as landholder to restrict 
snowmobile and ATV activities on state lands, but we feel it would be 
necessary to restrict all persons from entering those lands. 

It is proposed to "Stock sport fish species in lakes within walking distanCe 
of construction camps to reduce fishing pressure on the existing fishery 
resource" (p. v). This measure should be applicable only to water bodies 
where the project alone is responsible for the impact and where only project 
employees will be able to fish. Contractors should not be expected to provide 
fishing opportunities for the general public. 

It is proposed to "Prbvide indoor and outdoor recreational facilities for use 
by project personel and dependents (APA l983c p. E-7-96)". There is no 
guarantee that the types of recreation provided by a contractor would 
effectively supplement or compete with recreation types being discouraged. We 
believe that employees who want to go fishing or moose hunting, for instance, ~ 

might not be satisfied with billiards or basketball.,:_ , :· ,_ >1:' ·J: 
:-> :.:.. : 

The Department of Fish and Game has the authority to restr.ict hunting· and/or 
fishing at or near the construction site. This authority can be exercized to 
protect fish and game. lf the contractor wants to provide recreation for· 
employees to make up for the closure of an area, then that choice. is\the
contractors. The state should not be dictating what amenities~·an' employer,_ 
must provide regardless of the hunting and fishing opportunities ."av.~ilable. _. 

02-001AtR.,.. 10i79J 
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APA Susitna Hydro Project 
Page 2 

Landholders, whether private, government, or Native have the legal authority 
to restrict entry onto their lands. Stress to or over use of state lands 
could be alleviated by restricting authority to enter; DNR/Division of Land 
and Water Management would be responsible.for this action. Other nearby 
landholders could be contacted in an effort to expand the resricted area and 
restrain the anticipated stress on lands surrounding state lands. 

It also is proposed to "Inform workers of Native landowner trespass 
concerns ••• Native concerns will be part of the contract documents.". 
Employer/employee awareness should include awareness of the trespass 
concerns of all landholders in that private properties other than native 
also exist. --- · 

Should you have any questions regarding our response, please contact me. 

JW/HB:4261Z 
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TO: 

FROM: 

State-of Alaska 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES - DIVISION OF .AGRICULTURE 

Leroy Latta~roject Manager DATE: June 6, 1985 
Southcent~l Region 
Division of Land &,Wat::::::;e,.._...,..;;:: 

Bill 'S!eim 
Director 

FILE NO: 

TELEPHONE NO: 

SUBJECT: APA Position Paper 
W 17/18, Wildlife 
Babita t Mitigation 

In response to APA position paper W-17/18, this memo will explain: 

1. Division of Agriculture's overall opposition to wildlife habitat 
replacement lands, and 

2. Division of Agriculture's opposition to habitat enhancement on 
lands classified z:esource mauagement. (The discussion assumes, 
as indicated in the position paper, that no agricultural or 
settlement classified lands are proposed for habitat 
enhancement.) 

REPLACEMENT LANDS 

Habitat replacement lands am a way to effectuate the acquisition 
process when use of National Wildlife Refuge lands for major project 
features must be negotiated with the feds. They should not be a 
requirement for all public construction projects or other land 
development. Loss of wildlife habitat is a consideration which should 
be weighed against other factors when determining if the dedication of 
lands in a project to a specific use is consistent with the overall 
public interest. , : 

Through the planning process, DNR is establfsbing a base of developable 
lands (classified as agricultural, settlement, and potentially, resource 
management). If actual development of a portion of this land base 
mquired that like acreages of this •me land base be co•itted for 
habitat mplacement, it defeats the purpose of the planning process by 
upsetting the finely tuned balance between competing interests. 

One step further, when discussing Su-Hydro, it would be incongruous to 
require committal of any public lands for habitat replacement. The 
private lands involved in the project could othe:rwise be used for any 
number of different development projects by the landowner in which the 
net effect would be loss of wildlife habitat, and in which no such 
requirements for habitat replacement would be imposed. 

ENHANCEMENT LANDS 

The Division of Agriculture has no opposition to babitat enhancement on 
lands classified in a retention category. However, we do oppoee tbe use 
of lands classified resource management for habitat enhancement 
purposes. 

02-001A{Rev. 10/79) 
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Heim to Latta 
June 6, 1985 
Page 2 

: ~ . . . 
.. ~·. 

I 

Because of their value from a variety of standpoints, the allocatiOD of 
these msource management lands should be lased on futum ueed and the 
success of other pmviously allocated lands. Just as agricultuze must 
work with the existing classified agricultuml land base before moving 
into the msource mauagement ·areas, so too should habitat enhancement 
take place on existing land classified wildlife habitat before moving 
into the resource mauagement areas. 

By expending the time and money necessaJ:Y for habitat enhancement in 
resource management areas, it would be difficult to justify using those 
areas for agricultuml or other development if needed in the future. 
This is especially true if right uext to the nsource management area ia 
a classified wildlife habitat area which could have been used for the 
habitat enhancement. Use of zesource management lands for habitat 
enhancement is effectually a way to pzematur:ely nmove resource manage
ment lands fmm future potential reclaasifica tion into a disposal 
category. 

cc: Carol Wilson 
Randy Cowart 
Ned Farquhar 
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DEPT. CF NAl'\JW. RESWUES, DIY. CF l.AN) &: WATER MGMT., SOOTHCENTRAL REGION 

Jon S ~ Ferguson 
TO: Project Manager, Power Authority 

lHRU: Margaret J. Haye~ 
Regional Manager . 

FROM: Leroy K. Latta, Jr.\-'h\., 
APA Project Manager. 

DATE: December 11, 1984 

FILE NO: Su-Hydro 

TELEPHONE NO: 786-2256 
' . 

suBJECT: Candidate Lands For 
Terrestrial Mitigation 

. We have reviewed the pool of candidate lands proposed by your agency for 
mitigation of terrestrial habitat loss due to planned construction and 
operation of the SUsitna Hydroelectric Project. The following comment~ 
present DNR' s response to these proposals. They are based on the parcel 
listing provided and also discussions at the Nov. 26 interagency meeting. 

l) MITIGATION t£THCD 

Dtfl has repeatedly stressed that mitigation should be acc~lished 
primarily by enhancing land already designated wildlife habitat. 
~ensation through the reclassification of settlement laoos to· . 
wildlife habitat is unacceptable. Ccln1Jensation utilizing non-State 

. lands may be a possibility, for exanple purchasing Anctorage . wetlands or 
utilizing borough lands. · · . · 

DNR has no reason to· favor a wildlife trust fund as a mitigation measure. 

2) MITIGATION tB.:ECTIVES 

The SUsitna Hydroelectric Project could permanently flood or alter 
49,000 acres of wildlife habitat. A major portion is located on 
oon-State laros. The mitigation model developed should primarily 

I 
I 
I 
I. 

.... •· .• ·. address wildlife loss not acreage lost, since many other management · 

I· 

·.· :_ ·· · .. z: · - f•ctors (such as settlement density, h.Jnting pressure or herd migration) 

3) 

may affect prodtlcivity. ' · 

M.LTIPLE USE MANAGEt-ENT 

om is opposed to mitigation -·lands being permaflet:ltly managed as single 
use habitat areas~ Mitigation plans, in almost all cases, should be 
designed to meet State multiple use management policies. (For ex~le, 
we support the idea of using APA mitigation funds to i.qlrove access to 
areas so that timber can be harvested for conmercial or personal use. · 
This will simultaneously increase the growth of moose browse). We are 
not in favor of a long term or permanent change in vegetation ·from 
forest trees to brush. We're also opposed to areas of productive forest 
land being managed exclusively for browse production. If forest land is 
approved for mitigation use, the Division of Forestry will insist that 
PPA include a harvest cycle that will provide for both production of 
timber and brQwse. The details of a mi. tigation laro management plan 
will obviously need to be worked out after individual_ sites have been 
identified. If for sane reason single use habitat designations are 
absolutely necessary, these should be limited to areas that, dJe to 

I
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

their remoteness, are not likely to receive much public use or are areas· 
of incontrovertible public use, like Potter Marsh State Game Refuge. 
Area plan decisions on mineral development should be followed. 

02-GMA IRev. 10179) _ ...... ,,M. .......... '0\.-."·:.·~· 
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Memo to Jon Ferguson 
0 ecember 11, 1984 
Page #2 

4) CANJIDATE l»D SELECTION 

( . 
.. ' 

The department has prepared several area plans which provide detailed 
land use and policy information useful for the design or terrestrial 
habitat mitigation plans: The Willow SUb-Basin Plan, The Bristol Bay 
Plan, The Susitna Area Plan am The Tanana Basin Area Plan. These plans 
identify wildlife habitat lands as well as specific development criteria 
necessary for resource protection, such as stream r:'Orridor development 
setbacks. 

The plans are a result or several years of ~lex interdepartmental 
planning which weighed each resource value and assigned the appropriate 
classification necessary for prime resource value protection. The Power 
Authority can rely on these plans for identification of specific 
candidate mitigation lands. The susitna Area Plan for exaqlle, contains 
7,400,000 acres of lands with canbined fish and game habitat, water 

· resources, forestry and public recreation classifications; the plan 
also includes 3 ,338, 000 acres or lands proposed for some form or special 
legislative designation generally compatible with wildlife. (Long term 
single use mitigation activities on forested land are generally opposed 
by the Division of Forestry.) . . . .. . 

.. 
Raw resource data {such as vegetation type and percent s.Lope) used to 
develop these plans is available through our Geoprocessing COIJ1)Uter 
system. Data can be provided to APA in a runber or varying formats, 
such as grid or polygon. The wildlife element used in generating each 
plan is also available from IOF&G in bound study fotmat. 

Reclassification or laros should ·only be considered when all existing, 
compatible state lands have been utilized. The proximity of mitigation 
laro to the project is clearly advisable. However mitigation on other 
state lands classified for wildlife habitat distant from the project 
should not be ignored; .areas within the Willow SUb-Basin Plan or Tanana 
Basin Plan (portions or which are quite near the· project) may also 
benefit fran project developmerit. . · · 

5) CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF STATE lRO FOR MITIGATION 

We understand APA is working under severe time constraints. Therefore 
to expedite DNR's review and approval of the mitigation plan, APA should 
utilize the following criteria for candidate mitigation lands selection: 

A. Laoo must be included in an area plan which has been through the 
public review draft phase; such as Tanana Basin Area Plan or Susitna 
Area Plan, not the Copper River Basin Area. 

-·~·· . 
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B. The primary land use designation rust be wildlife habitat with 
optional co-primary uses of 1) public recreation (provided it is not 
intended for intensive use or development) and 2) water resources 
(provided there is no water quality degradation). 

c. Neither the primary or the secondary land use designation can be: 1) 
settlement, 2) agriculture 3) reserved use or 4) resource management 
(high value) • 

" D • Consideration will be given on a case by case basis for larxf 
classified forestry or transportation, as well as land proposed for 
legislative or administrative designation. If mitigation lands are 
to be used for single purposes then the Division of Forestry is 
generally opposed to the use of forested acres of any classification 
for long term mitigation activities. 

6) ANSWERS TO n£ "&J.JESTIONS ~ CCJ.1PENSATION LAN>S" 

1) "Should carpensation lands be as close as possible to the project 
area, or might other locational crit~ria be mie important?" . 

... 
Proximity is an i.rJ1lortant consideration, however, regions other 
then the SUsitna Area benefit from the project. If the Power 
Authority requires additional acreage for enhancement both the 
Willow SUb-Basin and the Tanana Basin are prime candidates for 
the selection of mitigation lands. If ~ensation lands are 
required, there may be areas mre feasible for use located some · · 
distance from the project. 

2) "Should canpensation land selection focus mre on areas ~stream of 
the Devil Canyon arxf Watana dam sites than on the downstream 
floodplain? Vice-versa? Equal.emphasis?" 

Candidate lar:acf selectiOn should focus on agency management 
criteria rather than the location of the land in relationship to 
the dam sites. . 

3)"Should habitat compensation place a higher priority on moose, because 
of their economic and recreational value, than on other wildlife species 
that are less important for hunting?" 

This is more an IOF&G management decision; however we need to 
agree on what we are mitigating for, (specifically the species 
and the amount of habitat capacity lost) prior to plan 
development and site selection. Generally we agree with placing 
a higher priority on compensation for the loss of moose. 

-~·· 
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4)"In providing compensatory habitat for moose, should accessibility of 
the lands to runters be erqJhasized or avoided? (Remember: Habitat 
compensation will be most effective if winter range is chosen. Winter 
range will not necessarily be near lands which moose fre(J.Jent during 
hunting season)." 

If we are mitigating by enharw:::ing winter moose range then access 
is not as i.rqlortant. If we are enharw:::ing Sllmler range then 
accessibility becomes more critical. Hunter accessibility to 
the moose produced by habitat inprovement should be eqJhasized. 

S)"If access is desirable, will access by aircraft or boat be 
sufficient, or should access by ground vehicles (including tRY's and 
ATV's) be empha"sized?" " 

All forms of access should be considered. 

6) "Should COiq)E!nsation lands be near roads, even if this might prodUce a 
greater probability of vehicle-moose collisions?" .. " 

Given the~ nunber of roads in this state, this does not seem to 
be a major issue. However, it is a consideration sirw:::e road 
kills would counter the intent of mitigation. 

7)"Should habitat compensation be achieved by protecting lands that 
would otherwise be settled or developed, or by increasing browse 
production on lands already designated for wildlife habitat management?" 

P" """ , " 

No, habitat mitigation (on State lands) should be achieved by 
increasing browse production on lands already classified for 
wildlife habitat management. Both co-primary classifications 
and development crit~a provided in the area plans nust also be 
considered. ~" -· · . · · " " 

8)"What measures are preferred for increasing browse vegetation (mostly 
immature willow and paper birch) on compensation lands: 

-Prescribed burning? 
-Logging? 
-Chaining? 
-Crushing?" 

The Department is currently reviewing APA' s Final Report, 
0 ocunent No. 2046, "Habitat Management Methods to Increase Moose 
Browse Production in Alaska. A Review, Synthesis, and Annotated 
Bibliography of Available Information", received November 19, 
1984. A review of that docunent will follow under separate 
cover. 
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The Division of Forestry is very concerned that marketable 
timber not be wasted and that forested land not become single 

. use mitigation lands. At this time crushing appears to be APA's 
preferred mettu:l for enhancement. However, if APA would assist 
with access road construction, logging (timber harvest) then may _ 
become an economicaly suitable alternative. Selection of an 
enhancement technicp! on forested lands will require Division of 
Forestry approval and involvement in the development of 
procedures and specifications. Burning is a potential techni~ 
on almost all sites. The Division of Forestry again lllJSt be 
involved in every aspect of the prescribed burning techniCJ,Je 
fran site selection to a "yes" or "no" for the burn. · 

9)" Any of the above procedures is likely to produce sane negative 
impacts on water quality, even with appropriate mitigative measures in 
effect. Are the probable water ~ality in1Jacts outweighed by the 
benefits of habitat COfl1)ensation for moose and other wildlife species?" 

No, DEC water ~ality standards rust be followed. Methods which 
do not adversely affect water quality are of the most value. 

·• 
10) "Should compensation land selection focus on a few large areas or on 
more runerous smaller areas?" 

We are awaiting a decision On the methods used, species 
affected, and their location prior to final decision on this 
(f.Jestion. The enhancement project could be spread over 10 to 20 
smaller. areas rather than 1 or 2 large areas. The enhancement 
areas could range in size from a mininun of 1, 000 acres to a 
maxinun of 5,000 acres for each parcel. Again, additional 
information is necessary prior to a final decision • 

cc. Tan Hawkins, Land and Water Management 
Neil Johannsen, Parks and Outdoor Recreation 
John Sturgeon, Forestry 
Bill Heim, Agriculture 
Pedro Denton, Mining 
Ned Farquhar, Commissioner's Office 
Dan Ketchum, SCRO, Forestry 
Carl Yanagawa, IOF&G 
Jack Heesch, DeJt>GC 
Bill Gissel, Mat-SU Borough 
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